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also allow some transitions depend on control
parameters x and would call them control transitions.
In this paper we are concemed with a stochastic opThe set of such transitionswould be denoted by C, where
timization approach for the optimal selection of dispatchC E T and T is the set of transitions of the net. The values
ing rules of a robot handler in an automatic stomge /
of control parameters will be selected according to an
retrieval system represented by a Peti Net (PN). In paroptimization criterion specified later.
ticular, we propose a combined simulation and optimizaThe control policies under evaluation in this paper
tion al'rithm
aimed at solving the conflict situations
are derived from the main results in stochastic shop
atising in the system due to simultaneous requests of the
scheduling considering our particular case of a robot
robot from objects in different queues. The theoretical
moving objects in a storagehetrievalsystem. The reader
optimizationcriteria arepresented along with a case study.
can find a surveyof such results in [17.Specificexamples
of control policies for conflict resolution in material
1. Introduction
handling can be found in [3].
The objective of thispaper is to develop a stochastic
It is already widely recognized that PNs are some of
optimization approach to the optimizationof the control
the most powerful tools for modelling production
processes and manufacturing systems (see, e.g., [U] policies !hat govern the flow of tokens in the PN model
of the system under condideration. The basic step of a
among others). In PN models of such systems usually
stochasticoptimization approach to the optimizationof
timed transitions represent operations and activities that
PN models has been presented in [l]. The purpose of the
are to be performed, such as stages of manufacturing
PN model optimization is to obtain the best values of
processes, load/unload, maintenance and material hansome establishedperformanceindices which depend on
dling [2]. The time required by these activities may be
control parameters. In the modelling of a storage /
fmed or adjustable and subject to control. The control
retrieval system performance indices could be average
policy adopted in a system drastically affects its evoluqueue lenghts, throughput, average waiting time,
tion and therefore the flow of tokens in the correspondaverage maximum waiting time, robot utilization, etc.
ing net. Moreover, a control policy may determine the
Therefore, the problem results in finding the values of
firing time of some transitions thus affecting the overall
those parameterswhich would be in some sense optimal
performance of the system.
for our system.
In this paper we are concerned with the optimal
The description of the automated storagehetrieval
selection of dispatchingrules of the robot handler in an
system is given in Section 2 along with its PN model.
automated storagelretrievalsystem. The idea is to reflect
Section 3 reports on the control problem arising from
the possible control policies of the system in its PN
the system under consideration and on the proposed
model and to select a suitable conflict resolution rule
control policies for solving the conflicts in the net, while
whenever the transitions representing the possible acSection 4 reports on the combined simulation and options of the robot are enabled. This rule would depend
timization approach by using PN models.
on a vector x, x E anof control parameters. We would
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alreadyallocated in the magazine. Moreover, let us suppose that the shortest path problem among cells has
been alreadysolved for the trasloelevator.Therefore,let
us think of a cell Sij as a generic place k, and let Tk be the
time which is necessary for placing an object of type k in
the magazine or for the object retrieval. We would
denote by Tij the shortest time required by the trasloelevator to move between place i and place j in the
magazine.
We can now define a storagehetrieval cycle as the
movemeat required by the trasloelevator from the VO
buffer to the magazine and in the way back. The time ts/r
of a storagehetrievalcycle can be express as
(Ti + Tij + Tj i f i # j

2. Descri tion of the system and the
PN mode

P

An Automated Storagemetrieval System (AS/RS)
can be defined to be a combination of equipments and
controls which handle, store and retrieve objects under
a defined degree of automation [20]. Let us consider an
ASmS as consisting of the following components,
depicted in Figure 1.
- Magazine (S):it is a matricialstructuredivided into
racks (cells). Each cell Sij represents a storage location
for an object.
- Trasloelevator (R):the robot handlq system. It
could be defined as a mechanical arm which is able to
move along three directions: horizontal (on a track
parallel to the magazine), vertical (when an object is
lifting) and alternate (when an object has to be takedinserted from/into a cell sij of the magazine).
- Queue of objects (Qr): queue consisting of the
objects to be placed in the magazine.
- Queue of requests (Q2): queue consisting of requests to retrieve objects from the magazine.
- VO buffer (YO): temporary location where the
trasloelevator puts the objects to deliver and takes the
objects from Q1.
For each of the above components an optimization
with respect to some definite set of parameters is required, in order to improve the overall performance of
the system. Our main concern here is to focus on the
behaviour of the trasloelevator. However, it has to be
noted that the space allocation in the magazine also
affects the system behaviour and should be selected in
such a way as to optimize the system performance.Since
we will not consider this space allocationproblem here,
let us suppose that for each object type a place, which
remains the same during the system operation, has been

otherwise
where i and j denote, respectively, the type of the
object to place and to retrieve in the magazine.
As far as the optimization problem is concerned,the
idea is to find control policies for selectingfrom Qi and
Q2, respectively, the pair (s(l),s(2)) of the next object to
place and to retrieve by the robot according to a minimization criterion, taking into a proper account the
processing time, priorities and other parameters.
In order to understand the concurrency and
synchronization aspects between the movement of the
trasloelevator and the objects, we can look at Figure 2,
in which the PN model of the whole A V R S is presented.
The meaning of placedtransitionsof the net is reported
in the Appendix
The whole PNmodel can be considered as the union
of the three components representing the main aspects
which are relevant to the performance of the system,
such as flowof objects, requests’arrivalsand movements
of the trasloelevator. In particular, the PN model consists of the following components.
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- The life-cycle of each object type, from its entering
in the system, i.e. when it asks for the robot to be taken
to the magazine, to its leaving, i.e. when it is delivered.
This is represented by the flow of tokens in places pi-ps,
through the subsequent firing of transitions ti-ts.
- The requests arrivals process. This is represented
by places pig-pzi and the corresponding linlung transitionstz-tu. Note that the acknowledgementof arequest
of an object type is given only when the availability of an
item of the same type in the magazine is confirmed.
- A storage/retrieval cycle. The path performed by
the trasloelevator is represented by the flow of tokens in
places p6-pi8, through the subsequent tiring of transi-

tions &-bo. Let us consider place p4 denoted by W, as
the waiting place where the trasloelevator waits for the
next request. Note that the time of a storagehetrieval
cycle expressed by (2.1)is obtained by summing up the
f i m g times of the transitionsbelonging to this subnet. In
particular, the dynamics of the trasloelevatorin astorage
/ retrieval cycle is represented by transitions t2, t12 and
a, which are, respectively, Ti, Tij and Tj as defined in
(2.1).Moreover, note that the firing times of the timed
transitions t2, 4,til, t12, ti7, tis and tm depend on the
criterion on which items from Qi and Q2 are selected
first, as it will be explain in details in Section 3.
Note that tokens in places pi, pzi and p3, repre-
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senting Qi, Q2 and S, respectively, are considered as
distinguishable items, like in coloured Petri Nets [12],
i.e., tokens in such places represent physical queueing
entities, characterized by their type, arrival time and
priority.
Before any simulation and analysis of the net can
start, an initial marking Mi has to be provided. We
consider as Mi a token in places p6 (R is available) and
p20 (a request is coming) and h tokens, h 1 1, in S (p3).
g and 1tokens, 0 Ig 5 kl, 0 I1 Ik2, in places pl (ai)
and p2i (Qz), respectively, can be added, where kl and
k2 are the maximum capacity of the two queues.
Control rules which assure the correctness of the
synchronization between the trasloelevator and the objects in the system are also included in the net. In particular, dashed lines represent loops which allow requests to become active when both the trasloelevator
and the object are available.
In the net there are also 4 inhibitor arcs. They
prevent transitions t9 and ti3 from firing whenever at
least one token is in places pl or pig, i.e., they force the
trasloelevator to satisfy another request instead of going
to the waiting place. This obvious control rule, which
maximizes the robot utilization and consequently the
troughput of the system, will be not included in the set
of the adjustable policies in our control problem, as it
will be defined in (3.4). Let us hence synthetize in Table
1 the possible movements of the robot while showing
those for which a control rule, established in the next
section, is required.
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Selection of the next movement from
W (t.b.d)
Selection of the next movement from
W (t.b.d)
Selectionof the next movement from
S t.b.d)
Se ection of the next movement from
S (t.b.d)
Selection of the next movement from
S (t.b.d)
Inhibited if one of the above
movements from S is enabled
Selection of the next object from Qi
(t.b.d).
Selection of the next movement from
0 (t.b.d)
Selection of the next movement from
0 (t.b.d)
Inhibited if one of the above
movements from 0 is enabled

\

Table 1
26 1

Considering Table 1, it is now possible to define
more formally a storagehetrievalcycle.
Definition 2.1. The movements W-*Qi, Q i 4 ,S+S
and S-U0 performed consecutivelyby the robot define
a lTcompIe;estoragehetrievalcycle".
Note that the time required by the robot to go from
W to Q1 is fued and hence it is independent from the
object which would be taken to the magazine next.

3. Control problem
Let us describe the automated storagehetrievalsystem more formally. For control purposes it is sufficient
to think of a system as consistingonly of the two queues
Qi and Q2. Starting from this point, elements of both
queues will be called "requests".Requests arrive to the
queues, one at a time, accordingto rules which would be
specified later, and will be numbered accordmgto their
order of m i d with a separate numbering for each
queue. The k-th request za from the queue r=1,2 is
characterized by a tripleza=(ia, ta,pn), where:
ia - is the type of the object associated with the
request. There is a finite set U of object types; distributionsP" , t= 1,2, which are the distributions of interarrival times of objects of the i-th type to the queue Q, are
associated with each object type i€U . We would assume that each object type is characterizedby the time
5 which is necessary for placing the object in the
magazine or for the object retrieval.
ta - the time of the request arrival in the queue Qz
p a - the priority of the request, which is an integer
number characterizing the urgency of the request. The
priority depends both on time and the object type.Here
we would assume that it is attached to the request externally at the moment when it arrives at the queue, although it may depend on the state of the magazine. In
more complicated models the generation of priority may
be included in the model. This notion will be explained
in more details when we would discuss control policies.
The set of priorities will be denoted by a.
Suppose that Mr(t) is the set of positive integers
defining the set of requests which comprize the queue
Q,at time t, i.e. for any k E Mr(t) eta is in the queue
Qrat time t. In these notations the state of the system
Z(t) caf bc defined as a set of triples:
Z(t)=Z,(t)xzdt),Zr(t>={Z* Iz*=(i* t ~ nIkWr(0)
)
Let us denote by mr(t) the number of elements in

the set M,(t). For an arbitrary piecewise constant function of timeA(t) we would denote A(t-0)= lim 4 7 ) .

2b. Departures of requests.
Dey?artures from the queues occur at times
tij = 0,1, ...,T~ = to and at each such moment the pair
(s(l), s(2)) is selected accordmg to the control rule v ( * )
which is a mapping from FxAxH
x FxAXK
to
{KU{0}} x {KU{0}} such that
(3.4) (s(l)@)) = v(Z(t)),s(r)EZr(t)U{@}, t=Tj

?+t,?<t

We can define now the rules which gcvem the dynamics
of the system.
I . Initialization.

At the initial moment

t=to

the numbers

mr(to)= m, r= 1,2 are defined such that the initial state

where K is the set of natural numbers and '8 is the
real line. Thus, s(r) may be either a number from M,(t)
or an empty set. Ifz(r)#0 the state changes as follows:
(3.5) ZrCtj) = Zr(tj-0) \{zm(r)},
Zn(r>=(in(r),tm(r),Pnr)),

Z(to)= 2, is defined as follows:

(3.1)

Z(t0) = &(to)

Zr(t0)

XZdtO),

= {z* I zlt = (L,t ,P&* =

k E Mr(t0) }

whereM,(to) = {i I lsism,}

2 System evolution.
The system evolution consists of two streams of
events. The first stream consists of requests arrivals to
queues Q, at times tk, r= 1,2.The second streamconsists
of departures from queues Q, for processing by the
trasloelevator, this happens at times T ~j =, 1,2,... We
would assume that the probabilitythat some of the times
t* coincide equals zero, this will always the case if distributionsPAhave densities.The state Z(t) of the system
is piecewise constant and changes only at time moments
t*, Tj according to the following rules.

Mr(tj)

= Mr(tj-0)

mr(t*+

\ is(')},

3 =mr(tet+ 1-0) -1

i.e. requests z,,(~) at time tj depart from queues Qr
and are processed by the trasloelevator. The time of the
next departure from the queues equals tj+l= T ~ + ~ ~
where T j is~ the time needed for processing of the request by trasloelevator,i.e.
TB(1)+qZ)+
ql)s<Z)if s(1)20,s(2)*0
A { 2 ~ ~ ( ~
(3.6) T ~ =
ifs(r)=0,s ( q ) z 0
where r and q are the indices of queues, i.e., either
r = l , q = 2 o r r = 2,q = 1.
Ifz(r)=0 for r = 1,2 we haveZ,(tj) = Z,(tj-O).
In this case queues do not change at time T~and the
time tj+1of the next change would coincidewith the time
of the next request's arrival, i.e. one of the times trt.
It is possible to consider a more general class of
control policies where the pair (s(l),42)) depends not
only on the state Z(t) at time tj but also on the states at
times rk for k < j . This will make the problem more
difkicult numerically,but would not alter substantiallyan
approach described below.
The system described by (3.1)-(3.6) evolves on the
time interval [t,,,Tj where TE(~,,,=].
The case of infinite
T corresponds to the steadystate behavior of the system,
while finite T would be used to study the transient behavior and approximate steady state behavior. Let us
denote by YT(v,w)the samplepath of the system during
this evolution, i.e.
(3.7?
Y,(v,o) = {Z(t),tE[toJTj}
where w denotes the sequence of all realizations of
random variables U&) from (3.2) observed during the
time interval [t,TJ Observe that in our case the sample
path is fully described by the sequence of times &Tj from

h.Arrivals of requests.
For l s k s m , we take tn=to. Suppose that kZm,
and tk is the time of the last request arrivalto the queue
Q,.Let us denote by ni, i E U , the number of arrivals of
requests for the object type i to the queue Q, during the
time interval [r&l and by t*(i) the time of the last such
arrival. If ni,t=O we would take t*(i)=t,. The time t*+l
of the next arrival to this queue is defined according to
the following expression:
(3.2)
tn+l = min(tn(i)+w,(nik+l))
iEU

where w&) are independent random numbers distributed according to PA.The number i for which the
minimum in the expression (3.2) is attained would be
denoted by i*+p Then the state Z(t) changes at the
moment tk+1 as follows:
Zr(t*+d = z(t,+l-O) U { z ~ + d ,
(~*+&t*+~PIt+3,
Mr(t*+l) = Mr(t*+l-O) U { k + l } ,
mr(t,+ 3 = mr(t*+ 1-01 +1
where the priority pa+lis generated by some additional procedure.

(3.3)

z,+1=
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(3.2),(3.6) and the values of Z(t) at these times which
depend on o and the control rule v. Let us consider a
functionf(YT(v,w)) defined on a sample path, it will be
called a samplepe$omance measure. The average F(v)
of the sample performance measure taken over the
sample paths would be calledpeflomancemeasure:
F(v) = &f(yT(v,w))
These terms are introduced for quantifying the performance of the system.
Example 3.1. Suppose that k&) is the total number
of requests arrived at the queue Q,during time interval
[td],
i.e. k,(t) = max {k I t*<t}. Accordmg to our previous definition mr(t) is the number of requests in the
queue r; then the functions
~1(7J-"+k2(~--m2(7J
fl(yT(v,o))

=

f2(yT(vp0))

= lim fl(yt(v,o)),

T
t-.

hg times. If we would try toincorporatethese considerations in the aggregate performance measure we would
immediately loose the possibility of obtaining explicit
optimal solution; this is also true for systems with
priorities. Generally, explicit solutions to the problem
(3.8)are very rare. The exact solution of this problem is
also very difficultto obtain numerically, since the set of
admissible strategies V belongs to a space of functions.
Therefore,we adopted two suboptimal approaches for
the solution of this problem.
1.Perturbation of

with explicit solution. Suppose that the actual problem under consideration is ''not too far" from the problem which admits explicit solution. For example we are
mainly interested in the " k i t i o n of an average
processing time and as a secondary objective we would
like to guard against too long waiting times for requests
with long processing times. Then we would consider the
original problem as a perturbation of a problem with
explicit solution and take this solution as a basis for the
control rule in the original problem. The control rule of
the unperturbed problem will be modified to meet requirements of the secondary objective. Such approach
would work, of course, if the solutionof the unperturbed
problem is sufficiently "robust''. In order to make this
approach rigorous, it is necessary to formalize notions
like "not too far" and "robust" and define appropriate
modifications of the control rule of the unperturbed
problem. We would not pursue this objective here: we
would only consider an example of this approach which
would be verified by simulating a PN model.
Let us consider again the original problem of minimizing the average processing time. This problem can be
reduced to maximize the number of storage/retrieval
cycles, as in Definition 2.1,performed by the robot in the
system. Loolung at the PN in Figure 2, inhibitor arcs
allow the robot only to go to satisfy a new request if mr(t)
z 0, either r = 1 or r = 2. Moreover, inhibitor arcs
could be added from pi to t7 and from pig to ti4 to give
priority to the completion of a storage / retrieval cycle,
while balancing the number of requests satisfied coming
both from Qi and Q2, provided that mi(t), mz(t) z 0.
Note that the introductionof the above inhibitor arcs
in the PN may result in a contradictorybehaviour of the
system 1~1;itivcto our main objective, that is the movement having not the shortest processing time can be
chosen first. This is the case, for instance,when the robot
is at the magazine and in the current storage / retrieval

Y

00

= bfl(YT(v,w>), F2(v) = ~ 2 ( y T ( v , w ) ) ,
are the sample throughputs of the system for the
cases of finite and infiite T, respectively. 0
Some of the other performance measures relevant
to the system under consideration are: average waiting
time in the queue, average queue length, average maximal waiting time, utilization of the trasloelevator etc. It
is important to note that some of these measures are
contradictory, i.e. higher values of one measure may
lead to lower values of another.Therefore, more sophisticated performance measures aggregate several such
characteristics in order to obtain a tradeoff between
them, and also take into a proper account priority. Some
examples in this direction will be given later.
Now we are ready to formulate a control problem
for the system (3.1)-(3.6).
Find v E V such that
(3.8) F ( 4 = min F(v) = min &f(YT(v,w))
VEV

control rule of a problem

VEV

where the set V of admissible control policies is
defined in (3.4).
Sometimes this problem admits explicit solution.
For example,when F(v) is an average waiting time in the
queue then for arbitrary distributions P ~ geometric
,
processing times and preemptive assegnement policy,
the steadystate optimalcontrol policy would be to select
each time 7, the pair (s( l), s(2)) with minimal processing
time 7,A from (3.6)[4].This policy may lead, however, to
excessivewaiting times for requests with longer process-
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cycle Tij + Tj > Ti + 1,i.e. when an object retrieval takes
more time than placing another object in the magazine.
Following this approach, the selection of the pair
(s(l), 42)) strongly affects the f i r i i times of transitions
t2, b and t12, representing the travel times of the robot
given in (2.1). The queueing discipline of tokens in
places pl and pzi are thus relevant both for our main
objective and the avoiding of excessive waiting time.
During the simulation of the PN it is possible to sort
tokens in an increasingorder according to their "al
processing time tjA from (3.6) and change the values Prk
inn after a given admissiblewaiting time 8,k has elapsed.
2. Finite dimensional parametrization. The
second approach consists of findingexact solution of the
problem (3.8) numerically, but on a reduced set of control rules VI,V&V. This set is selected by finite dimensional parametrization. Suppose that we consider control policies v = v(x) wherex € X E%", then the problem (3.8) wouli be reduced to the following problem:
Fiid x E X suchthat
(3.9)
F($ = min F(x) = min Ecllf(YT(v(x),o))
XEX

XEX

The problem (3.9) is considerably simpler than (3.8)
and admits numerical solution. This problem is a finite
dimensionalstochasticoptimizationproblem defined on
sample paths of the system (3.1)-(3.6). Methods for
solving general stochastic optimization problems were
considered in [5,7,11,13,14,22], stochastic optimization
problems in simulation context were treated in
[6,9,15,16]. An algorithm for solving (3.9) which combines optimization and the PN simulation is considered
in the next section.
The important step of this approach is the selection
of the appropriate parametrization of a control rule.
Such parametrization can use control rules for problems
with explicit solutions and heuristics, as shown in the
following example.
We consider again the problem of " k i a n g the
average waiting time, but we would like to take into
account priorities and avoid excessive waiting times.
These objectives can be achieved by utilizing the following aggregated performance measure:
r

C

is the time when the request k left the queue r
andt,=T if z,EZ,(T) ;
9, is the admissible waiting time for the request
zh if the waitingtime exceeds 8, the excess is penalized
in the performance measure;
C @ a is the weight reflecting the importance of
processing the request with priorityp, ;
G@,J is a penalty coefficient which penalizes excessive delay of processing the request with priority
p , ,its relative value with respect to C@n) reflects the
relative importance of performance measures which
constitute the composite measure (3.10).
Let us define now the parametric family of control
policies VI.We would need to represent the state of the
system in the followingform:
z r ( t ) = U z&), z,(t)= (2, I z*EZr(t),p,=i)
A

rEn

i.e. 2,,E n , is a partitition of the set Z,(t) into sets
containingrequests of the same priority. Suppose that at
the time tj when selection is made both queues are
nonempty.Then the control rule would consist of 2 steps.
1. The set 2, is selected with probability
xi,i= lp(x) where n(x) is the total number of priorities.
These probabilities would be included in the vector x of
decision parameters which define the problem (3.9).
2. The other part of this vector will be constituted
by the threshold values xir,i=n(n) 1,2n(n)for the waiting times. These values will be used to select an actual
pair of requests to process in the following way. Each of
the sets 2, is split into two sets 2: and 2;:

+

{zri Iz,i€z"(t)/-tri~~i+,(,>>}

z:(t)=zn(t)\z:(t)
If both sets Z:(f) are empty the pair (s(l),s(2)) is
selected according to the criterion of minimal processing time, which is the optimal policy for " k i n g the
average queue waiting time. If some ofthe sets ~ : ( t are
)
nonempty, i.e. there are requests with excessivewaiting
times, requests from z;(t>
with the longest waiting times
are selected for processing.
In order to obtain the optimal values of the vector x
it is necessary to solve the problem (3.9). This is done by
concurrent simulationand optimization algorithmwhich
combines PN simulation and stochastic optimization. It
is described in the next section.

.

where:
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4. A combined simulation and
optimization algorithm

the space ?Rn.These sample paths would be used to
obtain a b i t e difference approximation to FAX):

Let us describe a stochastic optimization approach
for solving the problem (3.9).Let us consider the case
of time horizon T finite, i.e. the case of transient or
approximate steady state behavior. Note that (3.9)is still
difficult since it is not possible to compute exact values
of the objective function F(x) due to complexities of
multidimensional integration. Therefore, it is not possible to use algorithms of nonlinear optimization for
solvingthis problem. An appropriate solution technique
should use observations of the sample performance
measure ~(~,(v(x),o))on individual sample paths
Ydv(x),o) which in our case would be obtained by
simulating the PN model described in section 2. Therefore, we used the followingstochasticoptimizationalgorithm to obtain a solution of (3.9):
(4.1) 9” = llx(x”-plg)

(4.4)

This approach is conceptuallyvery simple,but yields
estimates with high variance [6,10]which in its turn leads
to instability and slow convergence of the algorithm
(4.1)-(4.3). More promising approach of sensitivity
analysis [10,18,U)]utilizes the structure of the simulation
model in order to obtain considerably more precise
estimates of the gradient FAY).Sensitivityanalysisof PN
models was performed in [l]. We now use the general
algorithm described there and in [6]in a combination
with the PN model from section 2 in order to solve the
problem (3.9)related to the optimization of the storage
/retrieval system, and, in particular, the problem (3.10).
The optimization problem in the PN model consists
of deciding which transitions belonging to C would fire
first; this in its turn requires a decision about how tokens
in places pi and pzi should be ordered.
In our case, the delay between enabling and firing of
the conflictingtransitions depends on the triple zrk characterizing the k-th request from Qr, r=1,2, 1 k
mr(t). The value of the possible firing times associated
with such transitions is computed during the simulation
at each state Z(t). (The basic structure of a PN simulation algorithm is proposed in [19]). The basic steps of
the optimization procedure combined with the PN
simulation are the following:
I . Initialization.
At the initial moment t = to, Z(to) = Mi, where
Z(@)is as in (3.1).The set Mdto), r = 1,2,are associated
with places pi and mi, respectively.

This method constructs the sequence of points 2
starting from some initial point x o E X , where ll,(*) is
the projection operator on the set X [5,14].The new
point$+1 is obtained by moving from the point$ in the
direction opposite to tswith the stepsize p,. Under
relatively mild conditions this sequence converges with
probability 1 to the local optimum of the problem (3.9)
[q.These conditionsinclude the followingrequirements
on the stepsizepl:
m

(4.2)

= =

m

E P, = s=l
E P.2 .c
s=l
00,

f(YT(V(2+6&i)PS,’)) -f(YdV(2)PS’4)
2
6,
i=l

00,

Another important condition requires that the step
direction
would be a statistical estimate of the
gradient of the function F(x) (stochasticquarigmdient):

2. System evolution.

(4.3) EU(P I xO,...$) = F,(x)+as
where a, is some vanishmg term. Particular rules for
stepsize selection are described, for example, in [SI.In
order to select &? properly it is necessary to combine
optimization method (4.1)-(4.3) with a simulation
model. There could be different ways to do this; the most
straigthforward one would be to consider a simulation
model as a black box. Then in order to obtain the value
of it would be necessary to select n + 1 independent
random sequences
and observe n + I sample
i= In , where
paths YT(v(Ip),d’o),YT(v($+d,ei),d*i),
6,is some small number and ei is the i-th unit vector of

The flow of tokens in the net determines the evolution of the system. At each marking Mj, i.e. at each state
Z(t), two main steps are executed.

a.Computation of firing times of the conflicting transitions.
This step consistsof computingthe travel time of the
possible movements of the robot, given in Table 1,which
are enabled in Mj. Note that this time depends on the
typei k associated with every token in pi and pa.Tokens
in the two queues are then sorted according to the
chosen schedulingcriterion, e.g. increasing values of Tk.
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2b. Selectwn of the next transition tofire.
Usually, the dynamics of a PN is such that at each
marking Mj the transition having the mini" firing
time is selected first, thus generating the new marking
Mj+l. In OW combined simulation and optimization
algorithm, the firing time of all transitions t E C are
computed according to their distribution and the triple
zrlr = (irk,trk,pk), r = 1,2,associated with each token in
places pi and pi.On the basis of the mr(t) values related
to such transitions the selection of the pair (s(l),s(2)) is
performed. In particular, the pair of tokens from pi and
pzi which results in the firing times of transitions t2, t4
and ti2 correspondingto the minimumvalueof wristhen
selected.
Note that step 2 only affects the performance
measures of the system and not the flow of tokens in the
net, i.e. the reachability graph. In fact, if priority has to
be given to the movements which allow the completion
of a storage/retrieval cycle, as it has been explained in
Section 3, then the flow of tokens in the net does not
depend on the firing time of the transitions, and in
particular on the scheduling rules adopted for the objects in Qi and Q2, but only on the firing rules associated
with the arcs and the inhibitor arcs.
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p13: the trasloelevator is going to Qifrom S
p14 the trasloelevator is going to S from W
p l 5 the trasloelevator is going to Qi from U 0
p16 the trasloelevator is going to W from U 0
p17: the trasloelevatoris at U 0
p18 the trasloelevator os going to S from VO
p19 request acknowledment
p20: an object can be required
p21: queue of requests (Q2)
tl: the transportation of an object in Qi to S starts
t 2 travel time from Qito S
W: the transportationof an object in S to U 0 starts
t 4 travel time from S to VO
t5:object utilization time
t6: the trasloelevator starts to move to Qi from W
t7: the trasloelevator starts to move to S from W
t 8 travel time from W to Qi
t9:the trasloelevator starts to move to W from S
t10 the trasloelevator starts to move to/from S
tll: travel time from S to W
t12 travel time from place i to place j in S
t13: the trasloelevatorstarts to move to W from U 0
t14 the trasloelevator starts to move to Qifrom S
t l 5 travel time from U 0 to Qi
t16 travel time from U 0 to W
t17: travel time from W to S
t18 travel time from S to Qi
t19: the trasloelevator starts to move to Qifrom U 0
tu).travel time from U 0 to S
t2k the trasloelevator starts to move to S from U 0
t22 request arrival time
t23: an object in S is required

Appendix
pl: queue of objects (ai)
p 2 an object is going on the trasloelevator to S
p 3 the magazine (S)
p4:an object is going to the U 0 buffer for its delivering
p 5 VO buffer (delivering place)
p6: the trasloelevator is available (in the waiting place)
p7: the trasloelevator is going to Qi
p8: the trasloelevator is at Qi
p9: the trasloelevator is at the magazine
p10 the trasloelevator is available going to W from S
p l k the trasloelevator is going to a new place in S
p12 the trasloelevator is ready to pick an object from S
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